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Résumé :
L’hétérogénéité sémantique des ontologies est un
obstacle majeur à l’interopérabilité dans les sys-
tèmes multi-agents ouverts. Nous proposons dans
cet article un cadre formel pour que les agents dé-
battent à partir de terminologies hétérogènes. À
cette intention, nous proposons un cadre de repré-
sentation argumentatif qui permet de gérer des des-
criptions conflictuelles. Nous présentons également
un modèle d’agents qui expliquent les termes qu’ils
utilisent et prennent en compte les explications de
leurs interlocuteurs. Finalement, nous proposons
un système dialectique permettant aux agents de
particper à un dialogue pour atteindre un accord sur
une terminologie commune.
Mots-clés : Intelligence artificielle, Système Multi-
Agents, Dialogue, Argumentation, Ontologie, Lo-
gique de Description
Abstract:
A fundamental interoperability problem is caused
by the semantic heterogeneity of agents’ontolo-
gies in open multi-agent systems. In this paper,
we propose a formal framework for agents de-
bating over heterogeneous terminologies. For this
purpose, we propose an argumentation-based re-
presentation framework to manage conflicting des-
criptions. Moreover, we propose a model for the
reasoning of agents where they justify the descrip-
tion to which they commit and take into account the
description of their interlocutors. Finally, we pro-
vide a dialectical system allowing agents to parti-
cipate in a dialogue in order to reach an agreement
over heterogeneous ontologies.
Keywords: Artificial Intelligence, Multi-agent sys-
tem, Dialogue, Argumentation, Ontology, Descrip-
tion logic
1 Introduction
Traditionally, ontologies have been used to
achieve semantic interoperability between
applications, such as software agents. In
open systems that agents can dynamically
join or leave, a fundamental interopera-
bility problem is caused by the seman-
tic heterogeneity of agents at the know-
ledge level. The current approaches such
as standardization, adopted by [5], and on-
tology alignment, considered by [4], are
not suitable in open systems. Since stan-
dardization requires that all parties invol-
ved reach a consensus on the ontology,
this idea seems very unlikely. On the other
hand, ontology alignment uses some map-
pings to translate messages. However, we
do not know a priori which ontologies
should be mapped within an open multi-
agent system.
Argumentation is a promising approach
for (1) reasoning with inconsistent infor-
mation, (2) facilitating rational interaction,
and (3) resolving conflicts. In this pa-
per, agents have their own definitions of
concepts and they discover through the
dialogue whether or not they share these
definitions. If not, they are able to learn
the definition of their interlocutor. For this
purpose, we extend the formal framework
for inter-agents dialogue based upon the
argumentative techniques proposed by [7].
(1) We propose here an argumentation-
based representation framework, offering a
way to manage contradictory concept de-
finitions and assertions. (2) We propose a
model of agent reasoning to put forward
some representations and take into account
the representations of their interlocutors.
(3) Finally, we provide a dialectical system
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in which a protocol enables two agents to
reach an agreement about their representa-
tions.
Paper overview. Section 2 introduces the
example of dialogue that will illustrate our
framework. In Section 3, we provide the
syntax and the semantics of the descrip-
tion logic which is adopted in this paper.
Section 4 presents the argumentation fra-
mework that manages interaction between
conflicting representations. In accordance
with this background, Section 5 describes
our agent model. In Section 6, we define
the formal area for agents debate. Sec-
tion 7 describes the protocol used to reach
an agreement. Section 8 presents some re-
lated works. Section 9 draws some conclu-
sions and future works.
2 Natural language
[11] defines a dialogue as a coherent se-
quence of moves from an initial situation
to reach the goal of participants. For ins-
tance, the goal of a dialogue may consist
in resolving a conflict about a representa-
tion.
Before we start to formalize such dia-
logues, let us first discuss the following na-
tural language dialogue example between
a customer and a service provider :
1. customer : Do you know free software
to view my PDF ?
2. provider : acrobat is free software.
3. customer : Why is it a free software ?
4. provider : acrobat is free because it is
a freeware.
5. customer : In my humble opinion,
acrobat is not a free software.
6. provider : Why is it not free software ?
7. customer : Since acrobat is freeware, it
is not free software.
8. provider : OK, however xpdf is free
software.
9. customer : Why is it free software ?
10. provider : xpdf is free software be-
cause it is opensource.
11. customer : Why is it opensource ?
12. provider : xpdf is opensource because
it is copyleft.
13. customer : OK, I will consider xpdf.
In this dialogue, two participants share the
concept “free”. However, their definitions
are divergent. On one side, the customer
considers free software as non-proprietary
software. On the other side, the service
provider considers free software as a zero
price software. This dialogue reveals the
conflict in the definitions of this concept
and resolves it. Throughout the following
we will assume the service provider gives
priority to the customer’s concepts.
3 Description Logic
In this section, we provide the syntax and
the semantics for the well-known ALC
language proposed by [8] and which is
adopted in the rest of the paper.
The data model of a knowledge base
(KBase, for short) can be expressed by
means of the Description Logic (DL, for
short) which has a precise semantic and
effective inference mechanisms. Moreo-
ver, most ontologies markup languages
(e.g. OWL) are partly founded on DL.
The syntax of the representation adopted
here is taken from standard constructors
proposed in the DL literature. In ALC,
concepts, denoted C,D, . . . are interpreted
as unary predicates and primitive roles, de-
noted R,S, . . ., as binary predicates. We
call description a complex concept which
can be built using constructors. The syntax
of ALC is defined by the following BNF
definition : C → ⊤|⊥|C|¬C|C ⊔ D|C ⊓
D|∃R.C|∀R.C. The semantics is defined
by an interpretation I = (∆I , ·I), where
∆I is the non-empty domain of the inter-
pretation and ·I stands for the interpreta-
tion function.
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A KBase K = 〈T ,A〉 contains a T-box
T and an A-box A. The T-box includes a
set of concept definition (C ≡ D) where
C is the concept name and D is a des-
cription given in terms of the language
constructors. The A-box contains exten-
sional assertions on concepts and roles.
For example, a (resp. (a, b)) is an ins-
tance of the concept C (resp. the role R)
iff aI ∈ CI (resp. (aI , bI) ∈ RI). We call
claims, the set of concept definitions and
assertions contained in the KBase. A no-
tion of subsumption between concepts is
given in terms of the interpretations. Let
C,D be two concepts.C subsumesD (de-
noted C ⊒ D) iff for every interpretation
I its holds that
CI ⊇ DI . Indeed, C ≡ D amounts to
C ⊒ D and D ⊒ C. Similarly, C ⊓
D ≡ ⊥ amounts to C ≡ ¬D and D ≡
¬C. The KBase can contain partial de-
finitions, i.e. axioms based on subsump-
tion (C ⊒ D). Below we will use ALC
in our argumentation-based representation
framework.
4 Argumentation-based repre-
sentation framework
The seminal work of [3] formalizes the
argumentation reasoning within a frame-
work made of abstract arguments and a
contradiction relation to determine their
acceptance. We present in this section, an
argumentation framework built around the
underlying logic language ALC, where
claims (concept definitions and assertions)
can be conflicting and have different re-
levances depending on the considered au-
dience.
The KBase is a set of sentences in a
common language, denotedALC, associa-
ted with a classical inference, denoted ⊢,
and shared by a set of audiences (denoted
℧A = {a1, . . . , an}). The audiences share
a value-based KBase, i.e. a set of claims
promoting values :
Definition 1 Let ℧A = {a1, . . . , an} be a
set of audiences. The value-based KBase
AK = 〈K, V, promote〉 is defined by a
triple where :
– K = 〈T ,A〉 is a KBase, i.e. a finite set
of claims in ALC ;
– V is a non-empty finite set of values
{v1, . . . , vt} ;
– promote : K → V is a total mapping
from the claims to values.
We say that the claim φ relates to the va-
lue v if φ promotes v. For every φ ∈ K,
promote(φ) ∈ V .
Values are arranged in hierarchies. For
example, an audience will value both jus-
tice and utility, but an argument may re-
quire the determination of a strict prefe-
rence between the two. The relevance of
an argument is the value promoted by the
most general claims in its premise. Since
audiences are distinguished by their hierar-
chies of values, the values have different
priorities for different audiences. Each au-
dience ai is associated with an individual
value-based KBase which is a 4-tuple
AKi = 〈K, V, promote,≪i〉 where :
– AK = 〈K, V, promote〉 is a value-based
KBase as previously defined ;
– ≪i is the priority relation of the au-
dience ai, i.e. a strict complete ordering
relation on V .
A priority relation is a transitive, irre-
flexive, asymmetric, and complete rela-
tion on V . It stratifies the KBase into fi-
nite non-overlapping sets. The priority le-
vel of a non-empty KBaseK ⊆ K (written
leveli(K)) is the most important value pro-
moted by one element in K. Arguments,
that are consequence relations between a
premise and a conclusion, are built on this
common KBase.
Definition 2 Let K be a KBase in ALC.
An argument is a pair A = 〈Φ, φ〉, where
φ is a claim and Φ ⊆ K is a non-empty
set of claims such that : Φ is consistent
and minimal (for set inclusion), and Φ ⊢
φ. Φ is the premise of A, written Φ =
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premise(A), and φ is the conclusion of A,
written φ = conc(A).
In other words, the premise is a set of
claims from which the conclusion can be
inferred. A′ is a sub-argument of A if the
premise of A′ is included in the premise
of A. A′ is a trivial argument if the pre-
mise of A′ is a singleton (premise(A′) =
{conc(A′)}). Since the KBaseK can be in-
consistent, the set of arguments (denoted
A(K)) may contain conflicting arguments.
Definition 3 Let K be a KBase in ALC
and A = 〈Φ, φ〉, B = 〈Ψ, ψ〉 ∈ A(K)
two arguments. A attacks B iff : ∃Φ1 ⊆
Φ,Ψ2 ⊆ Ψ such that ∃χ ∈ L Φ1 ⊢
χ and Ψ2 ⊢ ¬χ.
Because each audience is associated with
a particular priority relation, audiences in-
dividually evaluate the relevance of argu-
ments.
Definition 4 Let AKi =
〈K, V, promote,≪i〉 be the value-based
argumentation KBase of the audience
ai and let A = 〈Φ, φ〉 ∈ A(K) be an
argument. According to AKi, the relevance
of A (written relevancei(A)) is the most
important value promoted by one claim in
the premise Φ.
In other words, the relevance of arguments
depends on the priority relation. A fixed
ordering is simply assumed, revealing the
ordering between claims. In order to give
a criterion that will allow an audience to
prefer one argument over another, we pre-
fer the arguments built upon the most ge-
neral claims. Since audiences individually
evaluate arguments’relevance, an audience
can ignore that an argument attacks ano-
ther. According to an audience, an argu-
ment defeats another argument if they at-
tack each other and the second argument
is not more relevant than the first one :
Definition 5 Let AKi =
〈K, V, promote,≪i〉 be the value-based
argumentation KBase of the audience ai
and A = 〈Φ, φ〉, B = 〈Ψ, ψ〉 ∈ A(K)
two arguments. A defeats B for the
audience ai (written defeatsi(A,B))
iff ∀Φ1 ⊆ Φ,Ψ2 ⊆ Ψ,(∃χ ∈ L, Φ1 ⊢ χ and Ψ2 ⊢ ¬χ) ⇒
¬(leveli(Φ1)≪i leveli(Ψ2)).
Similarly, we say that a set S of arguments
defeatsB ifB is defeated by one argument
in S.
By definition, two equally relevant argu-
ments both defeat each other.
Considering each audience own view-
point, we define the subjective acceptance
notion :
Definition 6 Let AKi =
〈K, V, promote,≪i〉 be the value-based
KBase of the audience ai. Let A ∈ A(K)
be an argument and S ⊆ A(K) a set of
arguments. A is subjectively acceptable
by the audience ai with respect to S iff
∀B ∈ A(K) defeatsi(B,A) ⇒
defeatsi(S,B).
The following example illustrates our
argumentation-based representation fra-
mework.
Example 1 Let us consider the case pre-
sented in Section 2. The value-based
KBase of two different audiences a1 and a2
are represented in the figure 1 and in the fi-
gure 2. The different claims φ1(x), . . . , φ72
in a KBase relate to the different va-
lues v1, . . . , v7. On one side, the claims
φ1(x), . . . , φ61(x) are in the T-box. On the
other side, φ71 and φ72 are in the A-box.
The more general the claim is, the higher
the promoted value is. According to an au-
dience, a value above another one in a
table has priority over it. In order to de-
cide if acrobat is a free software, The five
following arguments must be considered :
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FIG. 1 – The value-based KBase of the first audience
≪1 V1 K1
v1 φ1(x) : Soft(x) ⊒ Free(x) ⊔ Nonfree(x)
v2 φ2(x) : Nonfree(x) ⊒ Freeware(x) B′2B2
v3 φ3(x) : Free(x) ⊒ Freeware(x) B′1
v4 φ4(x) : Free(x) ⊓ Nonfree(x) ≡ ⊥ B1
v5 φ5(x) : Free(x) ⊒ Opensource(x)
v6 φ61(x) : Opensource(x) ⊒ Copyleft(x)
v7 φ71 : Freeware(acrobat) B′
φ72 : Copyleft(xpdf)
FIG. 2 – The value-based KBase of the second audience
≪2 V2 K2
v1 φ1(x) : Soft(x) ⊒ Free(x) ⊔ Nonfree(x)
v3 φ3(x) : Free(x) ⊒ Freeware(x) B′1B1
v2 φ2(x) : Nonfree(x) ⊒ Freeware(x) B′2
v4 φ4(x) : Free(x) ⊓ Nonfree(x) ≡ ⊥ B2
v5 φ5(x) : Free(x) ⊒ Opensource(x)
v6 φ61(x) : Opensource(x) ⊒ Copyleft(x)
v7 φ71 : Freeware(acrobat) B′
φ72 : Copyleft(xpdf)
– B′ = 〈[Freeware(acrobat)],
Freeware(acrobat)〉 ;
– B′1 = 〈[Freeware(acrobat),
Free(x) ⊒ Freeware(x))],
Free(acrobat)〉 ;
– B′2 = 〈[Freeware(acrobat),
Nonfree(x) ⊒ Freeware(x))],
Nonfree(acrobat)〉 ;
– B1 = 〈[Freeware(acrobat),
Free(x) ⊒ Freeware(x),
Free(x) ⊓ Nonfree(x) ≡ ⊥],
¬Nonfree(acrobat)〉 ;
– B2 = 〈[Freeware(acrobat),
Nonfree(x) ⊒ Freeware(x),
Free(x) ⊓ Nonfree(x) ≡ ⊥],
¬Free(acrobat)〉 ;
B′ is a sub-argument of B′1 (resp. B′2)
which is a sub-argument of B1 (resp. B2).
B1 and B′2 (resp. B′1 and B2) attack each
other. The relevance of B1 and B′1 is v3.
The relevance of B2 and B′2 is v2. Accor-
ding to the first audience, B′2 (resp. B2)
defeats B1 (resp. B′1) but B1 (resp. B′1)
does not defeat B′2 (resp. B2). Therefore,
the set {B′, B′2, B2} is subjectively accep-
table wrt A(K). According to the second
audience, B1 (resp. B′1) defeats B′2 (resp.
B2) but B′2 (resp. B2) does not defeat B1(resp. B′1). Therefore, the set {B,B′1, B1}
is subjectively acceptable wrt A(K).
We have defined here the representation
framework to manage interactions bet-
ween conflicting claims. In the next sec-
tion, we present a model of agents which
puts forward claims and takes into account
other claims coming from their interlocu-
tors.
5 Model of agents
In a multi-agent setting it is natural to as-
sume that all the agents do not use exactly
the same ontology. Since agents represen-
tations can be common, complementary or
contradictory, agents have to exchange as-
sumptions and to argue. Our agents indi-
vidually evaluate the perceived commit-
ments with respect to the estimated repu-
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tation of the agents from whom the infor-
mation is obtained.
Agents, which have their own private re-
presentations, record their interlocutors
commitments. Moreover, agents indivi-
dually valuate their interlocutors reputa-
tion. Therefore, an agent is defined as fol-
lows :
Definition 7 The agent ai ∈ ℧A is defined
by a 6-tuple
ai = 〈Ki, Vi,≪i, promotei,∪j 6=iCSij,≺i〉
where :
– Ki is a personal KBase, i.e. a set of per-
sonal claims in ALC ;
– Vi is a set of personal values ;
– promotei : Ki → Vi maps from the per-
sonal claims to the personal values ;
– ≪i is the priority relation, i.e. a strict
complete ordering relation on Vi ;
– CSij is a commitment store, i.e. a set of
claims in ALC. CSij(t) contains propo-
sitional commitments taken before or at
time t, where agent aj is the debtor and
agent ai the creditor ;
– ≺i is the reputation relation, i.e. a strict
complete ordering relation on ℧A.
The personal KBases are not necessarily
disjoint. The commonsense claims are ex-
plicitly shared by all the agents. We call
common KBase the set of commonsense
claims explicitly shared by the agents1 :
KΩA ⊆ ∩ai∈℧AKi. Similarly, we call com-
mon values the values explicitly shared by
the agents : VΩA ⊆ ∩ai∈℧AVi. The com-
mon claims relate to the common values.
For every φ ∈ KΩA , promoteΩA(φ) =
v ∈ VΩA . The personal KBase can be com-
plementary or contradictory. Some claims
can be shared without the agents being
aware of it. These similarities between
agents will be discovered during the dia-
logue. We call joint KBase the set of
1We qualify with ΩA a value obtained through an intersec-
tion over℧A
claims distributed in the system : K℧A =
∪ai∈℧AKi. The agent’s own claims relate
to the agent’s own values. For every φ ∈
Ki −KΩA , promotei(φ) = v ∈ Vi − VΩA .
Reputation is a local perception of the in-
terlocutor, a social concept that links an
agent to her interlocutors, and a leveled re-
lation. The different reputation relations,
which are transitive, irreflexive, asymme-
tric, and complete relations on ℧A, pre-
serve these properties. aj ≺i ak denotes
that an agent ai trusts an agent ak more
than another agent aj . In order to take into
account the claims notified in the commit-
ment stores, each agent is associated with
the following extended KBase :
Definition 8 The extended KBase of the
agent ai is the value-based KBase
AK∗i = 〈K∗i , V ∗i , promote∗i ,≪∗i 〉 where :
– K∗i = Ki ∪ [
⋃
j 6=i CS
i
j] is the agent ex-
tended personal KBase composed of its
personal KBase and the set of perceived
commitments ;
– V ∗i = Vi∪ [
⋃
j 6=i{v
i
j}] is the agent exten-
ded set of personal values composed of
the set of personal values and the repu-
tation values associated with her inter-
locutors ;
– promote∗i : K∗i → V ∗i is the extension
of the function promotei mapping claims
in the extended personal KBase to the
extended set of personal values. On the
one hand, personal claims relate to per-
sonal values. On the other hand, claims
in the commitment store CSij relate to the
reputation value vij ;
– ≪∗i is the agent extended priority rela-
tion, i.e. an ordered relation on V ∗i .
Since the debate is a collaborative social
process, agents share common claims of
prime importance. That is the reason why
we consider that the common values have
priority over the other values.An agent a1
may estimate herself more competent than
her interlocutor a2 and her personal values
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have priority over v12 , i.e. the reputation va-
lue of the agent a2. In this case, the ex-
tended priority relation of the agent a1 is
constrained as follows : ∀vω ∈ VΩA∀v ∈
V1 − VΩA (v
1
2 ≪
∗
1 v ≪
∗
1 vω). We can ea-
sily demonstrate that the extended priority
relation is a strict complete ordering rela-
tion. The one-agent notion of conviction is
then defined as follows :
Definition 9 Let ai ∈ ℧A be an agent as-
sociated with the extended KBase
AK∗i = 〈K∗i , V ∗i , promote∗i ,≪∗i 〉 and let
φ ∈ ALC be a claim. The agent ai is
convinced by the claim φ iff φ is the
conclusion of an acceptable argument for
the audience ai with respect toA(K∗i ). The
set of acceptable arguments for the au-
dience ai with respect to A(K∗i ) is denoted
by S∗i .
Let us know consider how claims are
produced. Agents utter messages to ex-
change their representations. The syntax
of messages is in conformance with the
common communication language, CL.
A message Mk = 〈Sk, Hk, Ak〉 ∈ CL
has an identifier Mk. It is uttered by a
speaker (Sk = speaker(Mk)) and addres-
sed to an hearer (Hk = hearer(Mk)).
Ak = act(Mk), the message speech
act, is composed of a locution and a
content. The locution is one of the
following : question, request
assert, propose, refuse,
unknow, concede, challenge,
withdraw. The content, also called
assumption, is a claim or a set of claims in
ALC.
Speech acts have a public semantic, since
commitments enrich the extended KBase
of the creditors, and an argumentative
semantic, since commitments are justi-
fied by the extended KBase of the deb-
tor. For example, Figure 3 shows the
semantics associated with the assertion
of an assumption. An agent can pro-
pose an assumption if she has an ar-
gument for it. The corresponding com-
mitments stores are updated. The speech
act propose has the same argumenta-
tive/public semantics. refuse(φ) is equi-
valent to assert(¬φ). As we will see
in Section 7, these latter do not have the
same place in the sequence. The rational
conditions for the assertion and for the
concession of the same assumption by the
same agent are different. Agents can assert
an assumption whether they are supported
by a trivial argument or not. By contrast,
agents do not concede all the assumptions
they hear in spite of all assumptions are
supported by a trivial argument.
The others speech acts (question,
request, unknow, challenge, and
withdraw) are used to manage the se-
quence of moves (see Section 7). They
have no particular effects on commitments
stores, neither particular rational condi-
tions of utterance. We assume that the
commitments stores are cumulative, i.e. no
commitment can be retracted. This is the
reason why the speech act withdraw(h)
has no effect on the commitments stores.
The assumptions which are received must
be valuated. For this purpose, commit-
ments will be individually considered in
accordance with the speaker estimated re-
putation. The following example illus-
trates this principle.
Example 2 Let us consider two agents,
a service provider (denoted prov) and a
customer (denoted cust). It is worth re-
calling that the service provider considers
that customer’s claims make authority
and adjust her own representation to
adopt these claims. The initial personal
KBase of the service provider is the set
{φ1(x), φ3(x)φ4(x), φ5(x), φ61(x), φ71, φ72}
and the personal KBase of the customer
is the set {φ1(x), φ2(x), φ4(x), φ62(x)}.
If the customer utters the two following
messages :
– M1 = 〈cust, prov,
assert(¬Free(acrobat))〉,
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FIG. 3 – Semantics for asserting an assumption φ at time t
• MESSAGE : Ml = 〈ai, aj,assert(φ)〉
– ARGUMENTATIVE SEMANTICS : ∃A ∈ A(K∗i ) conc(A) = φ
– PUBLIC SEMANTICS : For any agent ak in the audience
if φ 6∈ A(K∗k) then CSki (t) = CSki (t− 1) ∪ {φ}
– M2 = 〈cust, prov,
assert(φ2(acrobat), φ4(acrobat), φ71)〉.
then the extended KBase of the service
provider is represented as in Table 1. The
extended KBase of the service provider
is composed of her personal claims and
the claims advanced by the customer.
The extended set of personal values is
composed of the set of personal values
and the reputation value of the customer.
The common claim φ1(x) is related to
the common value v1. The claims in the
commitments is related to the reputation
value of the customer. By uttering the
message M1, the customer advances the
trivial argument
B3 = 〈[¬Free(acrobat)],¬Free(acrobat)〉.
Despite the service provider is convinced
by this assumption, she cannot concede it.
Indeed, this assumption is only supported
by a trivial argument in the commitment
stores. By uttering the message M2, the
customer advances the non-trivial argu-
ment B2 bearing on the service provider
own claims. Therefore, this last one can
concede ¬Free(acrobat). The only free
software she can propose is xpdf.
We have presented here a model of agents
who exchange assumptions and argue. In
the next section, we provide a dialectical
system where debates take place.
6 Dialectical system
When a set of social and autonomous
agents argue, they reply to each other in
order to reach the goal of the interaction.
We provide a dialectical system, which is
inspired by [7] and adapted to the dialogue
on representations.
During exchanges, the speech acts are
not isolated but they respond each other.
The syntax of moves is in conformance
with the common moves language : ML
defined as follows : a move movek =
〈Mk, Rk, Pk〉 ∈ ML has an identifier
movek. It contains a message Mk as de-
fined before. The moves are messages
with some attributes to control the se-
quence. Rk = reply(movek) is the iden-
tifier of the move to which movek re-
sponds. A move (movek) is either an ini-
tial move (reply(movek) = nil) or a re-
plying move (reply(movek) 6= nil). Pk =
protocol(movek) is the name of the proto-
col which is used during the dialogue.
A dialectical system is composed of two
agents. In this formal area, two agents play
moves to check an initial assumption, i.e.
the topic.
Definition 10 Let
AKΩA = 〈KΩA , VΩA , promoteΩA〉
be a common value-based KBase
and φ0 a claim in ALC. The dia-
lectical system on the topic φ0 is
a quintuple DSΩM (φ0,AKΩA) =
〈N,H, T, protocol, Z〉 where :
– N = {init, part} ⊂ ℧A is a set of two
agents called players : the initiator and
the partner ;
– H is the set of histories, i.e. the se-
quences of well-formed moves s.t. the
speaker of a move is determined at each
stage by a turn-taking function and the
moves agree with a protocol ;
– T : H → N is the turn-taking func-
tion determining the speaker of a move.
If |h| = 2n then T (h) = init else
T (h) = part ;
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TAB. 1 – The extended KBase of the service provider
≪∗prov V
∗
prov K
∗
prov
v1 φ1(x) : Soft(x) ⊒ Free(x) ⊔ Nonfree(x)
v
prov
cust CSprovcust = {¬Free(acrobat), B3
φ2(acrobat) : Nonfree(acrobat) ⊒ Freeware(acrobat)} B′2B2
v3 φ3(x) : Free(x) ⊒ Freeware(x) B′1
v4 φ4(x) : Free(x) ⊓ Nonfree(x) ≡ ⊥ B1
v5 φ5(x) : Free(x) ⊒ Opensource(x) A
v6 φ61(x) : Opensource(x) ⊒ Copyleft(x)
v7 φ71 : Freeware(acrobat) B′
φ72 : Copyleft(xpdf)
– protocol : H → ΩM is the function
determining the moves which are allo-
wed or not to expand an history, where
ΩM ⊆ ML is the set of all well-formed
moves ;
– Z is the set of dialogue, i.e. terminal his-
tories.
In order to be well-formed, the initial move
is a question about the topic from the ini-
tiator to the partner and a replying move
from a player always references an earlier
move uttered by the other player. In this
way, backtracking are allowed. We call
dialogue line the sub-sequence of moves
where all backtracks are ignored. In order
to avoid loops, assumptions redundancy is
forbidden within assertions.
We have bound here the area in which dia-
logues take place. We formalize in the next
section a particular protocol to reach a re-
presentation agreement.
7 Protocol
When two agents have a dialogue, they
collaborate to reconcile their representa-
tions. For this purpose, we propose in this
section a protocol.
A protocol is determinated by a set of
sequence rules (see Table 2). Each rule
specifies authorized replying moves.
According to the “Question/Answer”
rule (srQ/A), the hearer of a question
(question(φ)) is allowed to respond
with a confirmation (assert(φ)), or
with an invalidation (assert(¬φ)), or
with a plea of ignorance (unknow(φ)).
The “Request/Propose” rule (srR/P ) is
quite similar. The hearer of a request
(request(φ(x))) is allowed to respond
either by asserting an instantiation of this
assumption (assert(φ(a))), or with a
plea of ignorance (unknow(φ(x))). The
respond can resist or surrender to the
previous speech act. For example, the
“Assert/Welcome” rule (written srA/W )
specifies authorized moves replying to
the previous assertions (assert(Φ)).
Contrary to resisting acts, surrende-
ring acts close the dialogue line. A
concession (concede(Φ)) surrenders
to the previous proposition. A chal-
lenge (challenge(φ)) and a refuse
(refuse(φ)) resist to the previous
proposition.
We consider here the requesting multi-
response persuasion protocol (denoted
ReqMultiResPersProto) using the follo-
wing rules : srR/P , srA/W , and srC/A. In
order to enrich her representation with a
partner, an initiator begins a dialogue with
a request in the game situation 0init. If the
partner has no representation for the topic,
she pleads ignorance and closes the dia-
logue (see game situation 2.1). The goal
of the dialogue is to reach an agreement
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TAB. 2 – Set of speech acts and their potential answers.
Sequences rules Speech acts Resisting replies Surrendering replies
srQ/A question(φ) assert(φ) unknow(φ)
assert(¬φ)
srR/P request(φ(x)) propose(φ(a)) unknow(φ(x))
srA/W assert(Φ) challenge(φ), φ ∈ Φ concede(Φ)
refuse(φ), φ ∈ Φ
srC/A challenge(φ) assert(Φ), Φ ⊢ φ withdraw(φ)
over representations by verbal means. The
following example illustrates such a dia-
logue.
Example 3 Let us consider again the dia-
logue presented in Section 2. Table 3
shows how, using the protocol, the two
agents play the dialogue. This table details
the different moves corresponding to the
claims of the natural language dialogue.
We can see that the commitments stores
are the results of moves. At the beginning
of the dialogue, φ1 is the only claims ex-
plicitly shared by the agents (KΩA). Du-
ring exchanges, the service provider de-
tects that she shares φ4 with the custo-
mer. At the end of the dialogue, the set of
claims explicitly shared increases. In other
terms, the agents co-build a common onto-
logy during the dialogue.
8 Related works
[6] provides a framework for agents to
reach an agreement over ontology align-
ment. Argumentation is used to select a
correspondence among candidate corres-
pondences, according to the ontological
knowledge and the agents’ preferences.
This approach is static because alignments
have been achieved off-line. [10] proposes
the ANEMONE approach for solving se-
mantic integration problems. Instead of
trying to solve ontology problems at de-
sign time, ANEMONE provides agents
with tools to overcome ontology problems
at agent interaction time and focus on the
layered communication mechanism. [9]
proposes a framework to solve on-line the
semantic heterogeneity by exploiting the
topological properties of the representa-
tion. This work considers one-shot inter-
action steps. As we have already said, we
have extended the formal framework for
inter-agents dialogue based upon the ar-
gumentative techniques proposed by [7].
Since the denotational semantics of the
description logic is adapted to the know-
ledge representation, the background logic
has shift from the first order logic program
to the description logic.
9 Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a frame-
work for inter-agents dialogue to reach an
agreement, which formalizes a debate in
which divergent representations are dis-
cussed. For this purpose, we have propo-
sed an argumentation-based representation
framework which manages the conflicts
between claims with different relevances
for different audiences to compute their ac-
ceptance. Moreover, we have proposed a
model for the reasoning of agents where
they justify the claims to which they com-
mit and take into account the claims of
their interlocutors. We provide a dialec-
tical system in which two agents partici-
pate in a dialogue to reach an agreement
about a conflict in representations. In this
work, we have focused on multi-agent sys-
tems but, as suggested by the example, our
approach is also relevant to the Semantic
Web, where different services performing
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TAB. 3 – Dialogue to reach an agreement. Natural language sentences, corresponding to
the dialogue presented in 2, are given in association with their dialogue , then the new the
commitment stores and the reached game situation are given.
K∗cust −KΩA KΩA K
∗
prov −KΩA
φ1
Kcust CScustprov Game situation CS
prov
cust Kprov
φ2(x), φ4(x) ∅ 0
cust ∅ φ3(x), φ4(x), φ5(x),
φ62(x). φ61(x), φ71, φ72.
Do you know free software to view my PDF ?
→ move1 = 〈cust, prov,request(Free(x)), nil,ReqMultiResPersProto〉 →
idem ∅ 1prov ∅ idem
acrobat is free software.
← move2 = 〈prov, cust,propose(Free(acrobat)),move1,ReqMultiResPersProto〉 ←
idem Free(acrobat) 2.2cust ∅ idem
Why is it free software ?
→ move3 = 〈cust, prov,challenge(Free(acrobat)),move2,ReqMultiResPersProto〉 →
idem Free(acrobat) 3.3prov ∅ idem
acrobat is free because this is freeware.
← move4 = 〈prov, cust,assert(φ3(acrobat), φ71),move3,ReqMultiResPersProto〉 ←
idem Free(acrobat), φ3(acrobat), φ71 4.3cust ∅ idem
In my humble opinion, acrobat is not free software.
→ move5 = 〈cust, prov,refuse(Free(acrobat)),move2,ReqMultiResPersProto〉 →
idem Free(acrobat), φ3(acrobat), φ71 3.1prov ¬Free(acrobat) idem
Why is it not free software ?
← move6 = 〈prov, cust,challenge(¬Free(acrobat)),move5,ReqMultiResPersProto〉 ←
idem Free(acrobat), φ3(acrobat), φ71. 4.1cust ¬Free(acrobat). idem
Since acrobat is freeware, this is not free software.
→ move7 = 〈assert(φ2(acrobat), φ4(acrobat), φ71),move6,ReqMultiResPersProto〉 →
idem Free(acrobat), φ3(acrobat), φ71. 5.2prov ¬Free(acrobat), φ2(acrobat). idem
OK, however xpdf is free software.
← move8 = 〈prov, cust,propose(Free(xpdf)),move1,ReqMultiResPersProto〉 ←
idem Free(acrobat), φ3(acrobat), φ71, 2.2cust ¬Free(acrobat), φ2(acrobat). idem
Free(xpdf).
Why is it free software ?
→ move9 = 〈cust, prov,challenge(Free(xpdf)),move8,ReqMultiResPersProto〉 →
idem Free(acrobat), φ3(acrobat), φ71, 3.3prov ¬Free(acrobat), φ2(acrobat). idem
Free(xpdf).
xpdf is free software because it is opensource.
← move10 = 〈prov, cust,assert(Opensource(xpdf), φ5(xpdf))〉,move9,ReqMultiResPersProto〉 ←
idem Free(acrobat), φ3(acrobat), φ71, 4.3cust ¬Free(acrobat), φ2(acrobat). idem
Free(xpdf),Opensource(xpdf), φ5(xpdf).
Why is it opensource ?
→ move11 = 〈prov, cust,challenge(Opensource(xpdf)),move10,ReqMultiResPersProto〉 →
idem Free(acrobat), φ3(acrobat), φ71, 5.5prov ¬Free(acrobat), φ2(acrobat). idem
Free(xpdf),Opensource(xpdf), φ5(xpdf).
xpdf is opensource because it is copyleft.
← move12 = 〈prov, cust,assert(φ72(xpdf), φ61(xpdf)),move11,ReqMultiResPersProto〉 ←
idem Free(acrobat), φ3(acrobat), φ71, 6.2cust ¬Free(acrobat), φ2(acrobat). idem
Free(xpdf),Opensource(xpdf), φ5(xpdf),
φ72(xpdf), φ61(xpdf).
OK, I will consider xpdf ?
→ move13 = 〈prov, cust,concede(Free(xpdf)),move8,ReqMultiResPersProto〉 →
idem Free(acrobat), φ3(acrobat), φ71, 3.2 ¬Free(acrobat), φ2(acrobat), idem
Free(xpdf),Opensource(xpdf), φ5(xpdf),
φ72(xpdf), φ61(xpdf).
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the same tasks may advertise their capabi-
lities differently, or where service requests,
and service offers may be expressed by
using different ontologies, and thus need
to be reconciled dynamically at run time.
While this work focuses on single dia-
logues between two heterogeneous agents,
future investigations must explore how this
solution, when it will be implemented,
scales to multi-agent systems where dia-
logues are amongst multiple parties and
sequenced.
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